
Oracle and Cover 
Oregon —  

A Total Disaster !
The Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services sent an IT SWAT 
team to Oregon in January to look at 
the health exchange Cover Oregon’s 
problems. Since it gave Oregon $304 
million to do the job, the Centers felt 
it had the right to investigate the 
myriad of problems facing the 
exchange. !
At the center of the trouble is Oracle, the contractor responsible for the exchange’s 
technology and website. Oracle’s work has been tabbed as super shoddy by the report. 
Cover Oregon’s management didn’t get much better ratings from the IT SWAT team.  !
The report was finished and unveiled on February 27th. No one in Oregon government 
mentioned the report and Oregon officials have more or less rejected conclusions that 
they and the state are equally responsible for the non-working website.  !
In fact, Michael Cox — speaking for Cover Oregon — said the state has already 
corrected all of the recommendations in the report. That may not be the case and as 
proof it must be pointed out that the website still isn’t working. !
Here’s the report’s conclusions — and they are not pretty. The conclusions offer 
scathing criticism of both Oracle and Cover Oregon. First Oracle: !

• Oracle constantly refused to turn reports over to Cover Oregon on system 
performance, testing and programming changes. 

• Oracle did not meet deadlines or offer quality work.  
• Oracle would not cooperate with other contractors and refused to report to Cover 

Oregon on any progress made. 
• The design of the system is terribly flawed.  
• The design flaws will require major redesign or removal.  
• The software is not stable and that has affected testing and development. 
• Oracle’s staff working on Cover Oregon does not have the skill to finish the 

project or fix its problems. !
The report is highly critical of Cover Oregon and state officials: !

• Cover Oregon does not have a true project manager with the authority to track 
Oracle and hold it accountable. 



• Cover Oregon is excessively dependent on Oracle for system design and 
implementation — still. 

• Cover Oregon’s bug correcting efforts have been poor and defects continue to 
surface after they are “corrected.” !

On another topic, the newspaper discovered that Oracle’s President and CFO Safra 
Catz met with Oregon Governor John Kitzhaber and his staff on February 26th, one day 
before the report was delivered.  !
In that meeting Catz said he’d move the entire Oracle team offsite unless Oregon didn’t 
pay some or all of the $69 million owed for work done after fall of 2013. The state had 
stopped paying the company because it did not produce a functional exchange. !
Catz told Kitzhaber that was unacceptable. !
A negotiation ensued and Oregon agreed to pay $43.5 million with the right to sue for all 
of it back and any or all of the $160 million paid to Oracle in total.  !
Source: OregonLive.com — http://www.oregonlive.com/health/index.ssf/2014/03/
cover_oregon_feds_blast_state.html !!!!


